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Tangled the series characters varian

NOTE: Do not add On &amp; Off to the category list because it does not qualify. ✔ This hero was proposed, but was rejected by the community because he was not admirable enough or did not have what was necessary to be a pure good hero. Therefore, this hero will be added to our Never Again List,
where proposed heroes rejected by the community will be placed to prevent future proposals from the same do-gooder. They can be resuggested (with the permission of an administrator) when new items appear in their series that can change their status as non-PG heroes. Any act of incorporateing this
hero into the Pure Goods category without a suggestion, or creating a proposal for that hero without the permission of an administrator, will result in a ban. Additional note: This template is for administrator management only. Users who abuse the template will be locked out for at least one week. High
IntellectKnowledge of AlchemyEngineeringFirearm competencePersuasion Study of AlchemyReading The Tales of Flynnigan Rider booksInventing To solve the mystery of the black rocks (succeeded)To get revenge on Corona and Rapunzel (partially succeeded/abandoned)To free his father (failed, Later
successful)To make up for his misdeeds, Rapunzel will help defeat Zhan Tiri and save Corona (both successful) Varian is a young alchemist who appears as a recurring character, later a main character of Tangled: The Series. He later served as the main opponent for the second half of the first season
until he redeemed himself in the third season. He is spoken by Jeremy Jordan, who plays Winn Schott in Supergirl. Appearance At fourteen years old, Varian is a slim teenager with light skin, shaggy black hair with brown and blue highlights, freckles, two front buck teeth and light blue eyes. He is wearing
a blue-grey shirt with a sewn-on bluewood patch, brown trousers, a dark chestnut apron, black gloves, dark brown shoes and brown and gold glasses. When Rapunzel and Cassandra first met him, he wore a black-and-grey coat and a grey Bauta, which makes his eyes glow in yellow-green color and
makes his voice sound intimidating. During a snowstorm in Queen For a Day, he wore a brown coat with a two-and-a-half-length coat with a white fur-lined hoodie, a black belt and a red scarf. In Rapunzel's Return, he wore a bad-boy outfit consisting of a black coat with red outlines, a red bandanna with a
sharp teeth design, a grey vest, brown belt and straps that could carry his chemical balls, red gloves with metal bands, brown trousers, grey-black boots. In The Lost Treasure of Heart The Sun and Beyond, he performs a Steampunk outfit consisting of a beige shirt, dark brown gloves with brown straps,
maroon vest, brown trousers, dark brown utility belt, brown apron and dark chestnut and khaki boots. Personality Varian is an intelligent boy who is a scientist, inventor and alchemist. He does not believe in magic and tends to solve problems with scientific means. Seine Seine have been mistaken for
magic, which makes others believe that he is a kind of wizard. He has good intentions and wanted to make his father proud of him for his creations. He has heard of the princess's hair with his father and the villagers, and also shows respect for the royal family when he bows to Rapunzel and calls her
Your Highness until he was told to call her Rapunzel. Despite his intellect, he is quite naive and sometimes overlooks his plans and inventions. While he has a gift of invention and alchemy, his creations usually fire backwards and cause more mayhem than good. In addition to invention and alchemy, he
likes to read about the adventures of Flynn Rider. He became his biggest fan for his bravery and fighting skills, but the excitement of his hero made him confuse Eugene Fitzherbert as a Flynn Rider when Eugene used the name in his life of crime. He quickly trusts Eugene with his secret hot water
machines and tries to assure him that it is under control when Eugene expresses his concerns about how unstable the machines really are. When the machines began to collapse, he tried to turn them down, but was almost injured. After his house and village fell to the ground and the machines were
destroyed, he shows regret for his actions and for letting his father down. The events of Queen for a Day, however, left Varian injured after his father was wrapped in a crystal, which he accidentally seeks out of the black rocks and his heart full of anger and revenge, after he felt betrayed by Rapunzel,
who turned his back on him during his plight; also the urge to save his father. Varian's dark turn left him with a much more selfish person, focused on proving that he was capable of saving his father, even at the expense of others. Despite Rapunzel's attempts to make amends with Varian by helping him
get the sundrop flower, Varian rapunzel reveals as soon as he gets what he wants from her. Even as Rapunzel tried to heal Varian's heart with her apology and promised to help him save his father, the barriers Varian put around him so that he would not be hurt again in the same way prevented him from
listening to reason. Varian also proves capable of being ruthless when it comes to achieving his goals, manipulating people and attacking them when needed. After the theft of the sun drop failed, Varian sets about forcing Rapunzel to help him free his father by attacking the kingdom just to fail. Even after
learning that not even Rapunzel's hair could help him free his father, he remains determined to make his father proud of him, no matter what it takes. In his wrath, Varian has shown his insulting side by turning his raccoon Ruddiger into a monster against his will. After about a year, however, Varian
showed enormous guilt and shame for his past deeds and thought that he could never be forgiven, which is why he teamed up with the separatists of Saporia to erase everyone's memories so that he could have done so. Can. New beginning and be friends again with Rapunzel. However, due to
Rapunzel's compassion and the separatists' change of plan, Varian turned a new page and helped the princess and her friends save Corona. His rekindled friendship with Rapunzel soon returned him to his father and the forgiveness of Corona. Cassandra's red rocks have shown that Varian's greatest
fear is that his father is trapped in amber again, and the people of Corona declare him a traitor and tell him that he deserves not to be able to release Quirin for his past crimes. It is also revealed that Varian is still to blame for everything he has done and still believes that the citizens of Corona will hate him
more than ever. Even compared to Rapunzel, he keeps himself to be ordinary. With Rapunzel's help, however, Varian manages to fight his fear and save the kingdom from the red rocks, as he is hailed as a hero by Rapunzel and the citizens of Corona. Even after she is kidnapped by Cassandra, Varian
expresses sympathy for what she has been through and tries to get through to her, which Queen Arianna ironically tried with him after he captured her. He even refers to her and admits that the path of hatred feels good at first, but will slowly lead to the person losing his mind and conscience after
apparently going through the same thing. Apart from that, Varian's bravery manifests itself again, refusing to tell Cassandra the third incantation, although he does not know what she will do to him if he does not abide by it. It is also revealed that he has an extremely good memory and is able to memorize
the Demanitus scroll completely. In addition, Varian is hinted at as a bit mischievous and eugene is tempted to think that he will touch part of the hot air balloon he built in Race to the Spire. As he matures, Varian handles his inventions more responsibly, tells others not to touch them, and scolds Lance for
ignoring his warnings and causing the explosion of his Rooster invention. In Once a Handmaiden... He seems to have given up hope that Cassandra might give up her vindictive desires, and even launched a project alongside Eugene, in which she is destroyed by wrapping her in amber when she attacks
again. But at Rapunzel's urging, he agrees to exercise restraint and tries to reach her again later. Varian also seems a bit adept at shooting and riding. In Plus Est En Vous, Varian does everything he can to banish Zhan Tiri back to Limbo, including rebuilding the machine with which Demanitus did this,
and even takes a lead if Rapunzel and Eugene don't Are. He also expresses denial and anger at Eugene's concerns that his father, like Adira and Hector, was controlled by Cassandra but is still willing to take precautions just in case Corona's welfare comes first. Having taken possession of the sun drop
and the moonstone, Zhan Tiri, along with the rest of Corona, once again shows his bravery and is appointed royal engineer after the destruction of Zhan Tiri, showing that the royal family has confidence and trust in him, even though he has conspired against them. It is also shown that he has come closer
to his father, as Quirin helps him with his machines, and when one of them explodes, the two simply laugh out. Role in the series Season One In his debut appearance in What the Hair?! Get Cassandra Varian's help in solving the riddle surrounding Rapunzel's hair. At first, he was considered a magician
with magical abilities. But Rapunzel and Cassandra learned that Varian is actually an alchemist who does not believe in magic, but a man of science. At the same time, he reveals that he is a big fan of Flynnigan Rider, confuses Eugene with him, and likes to tell Eugene that he has been working on a
machine that will give his village hot running water. However, he does not realize that his creations are unstable and cause many earthquakes under his village, which causes all his work to blow up and at the same time disappoint his father Quirin. He returns to Great Expotations, where he comes to the
exhibition of sciences with his latest invention. He had just considered Cassandra his girlfriend, as he calls her Cassie, and is willing to help her with her duties as lady-in-waiting, in exchange for her to help him find an assistant. He also seems to have a damper on the way he asks Rapunzel and Eugene if
Cassandra will be present at the event when he introduces his new invention. He uses alchemy to help Cassandra clean up the castle and get the event up and running. Unfortunately, he left a wet ground on which Pete and Stan slipped, forcing the Captain of the Guard to replace Cassandra as a guard
and personal escort to the Judge of the Mass, Dr. St. Croix, Varian was again forced to replace Cassandra with Shorty, but the racket almost led to St. Croix's nose being stabbed. Moreover, St. Croix only cared when Varian had a reliable assistant who gave flair to his invention, and let him go for first
place in favor of Fernanda Pizazzo. This depressed Varian, who was then comforted by Cassandra. Unfortunately, St. Croix manipulated his invention, swirling it in senter, which, in combination with Pizazzo's invention, created a powerful vortex. Cassandra decided to protect Varian from St. Croix, which
the former liked. With the help of Rapunzel's Mega Dry, which was driven backwards, Varian was able to reach and switch off the device. When St. Croix was taken on a stretcher, Cassandra Varian awarded the first prize band. In gratitude He Rapunzel and Cassandra the black, prickly rocks that had
grown near Old Corona and show a reaction when Rapunzel stands next to them. Rapunzel asks Varian to help them unravel the mystery of the rocks and keep it secret, which he agrees with. Varian plays an important role in the for one day. When black rocks begin to grow and destroy everything,
Varian wants to find a way to stop them from destroying everything else, but Quirin tells him to stay away from them. Varian then went with his father to see King Frederic and tell him about the situation. Annoyed when his father instead lies to the king over the rocks, Varian Rapunzel tells the truth. He



then decides to take matters into his own hands and works to find a way to remove the rocks with alchemy. When Quirin finds out what Varian did, Varian exhorts him to try to escape their problems. But then Quirin pushes Varian away from being trapped in a growing crystal made by one of Varian's
attempts to use a chemical on the rocks. Varian runs to Rapunzel to get her help, but with her people in the crisis of the impending snowstorm she couldn't help him and let him go out from Pete and Stan. Varian returns home and finds his father frozen in massive amber holding a note. In tears, he swears
to find a way to save him, and, through Rapunzel's inability to help him, makes everyone who has turned his back on him pay. He returns to The Alchemist Returns, where he appears to forgive Rapunzel and persuades her to help him steal the sunflower. Rapunzel agrees to help him only because he
said it was for Corona. He later confessed that he used Rapunzel to get to the flower, and he did so only to save his father, not the kingdom. This was part of his revenge on all who turned their backs on him. Rapunzel asked him to help her and promised to free his father. For a moment, Varian regretted
his actions and considered trusting the princess before hearing that the door had been opened, which led him to change his mind and announced that he no longer trusted Rapunzel because he believed she could promise. Then he escapes in a purple cloud of fog. Rapunzel is heartbreaking now that she
realizes she was used by Varian, whom she deeply trusted. Later, in his alchemist lab, Varian tries to free his father from the rocks with the flower, but it does not work, much to his anger and frustration. When he remembers his conversations about the black rocks and the flower, he recognizes the
heartbreaking truth: the flower was no longer the sun drop, Rapunzel was. Varian again plays a big role in Secret of the Sun Drop and launches an attack on the castle with a hidden vending machine under Rapunzel's birthday gifts. Rapunzel, Cassandra and Eugene quickly find out how to disable the
vending machine, but the surprise attack leaves King Frederic around Rapunzels and orders that it must be under maximum security. On the same night, Varian launches another attack on the kingdom, this time with a huge and aggressive Ruddiger under the influence of a serum. The guards
successfully protect Rapunzel (who had broken out of the castle) from damage, and Rapunzel in his hand helps the guards finally catch Ruddiger, who after his exploration in Rapunzel's hair. Unfortunately, the attack turned out to be a distraction, allowing Varian to easily enter the castle and kidnap
Queen Arianna, but not before half of the guards (including the captain) were wounded after the attack, and the kingdom was terrified by the black rocks that grew across the kingdom. After the kingdom recognizes what has happened, a large-scale counterattack on the Old Corona is organized, which is
now surrounded by black rocks. Rapunzel and King Frederic decide to sneak into Varian's house, separated from the Kingdom Army, to sneak out the Queen. Unfortunately, he had planned ahead and captured Rapunzel and the king as he fired an army of automatons at the kingdom's troops. Varian
reveals his conspiracy to kidnap the Queen as a simple bait to lure Rapunzel to him. Varian threatens to envelop Queen Arianna in the same amber in which his father was trapped if Rapunzel did not use her hair to free his father. Much to his heart's sorrow, Rapunzel's hair does not work against the
amber, and the powers of the kingdom defeat the automatons, the plan failed. Varian is devastated that he can no longer save his father, and so he vents his anger at Rapunzel by controlling a giant robot that still wants to take revenge on Rapunzel. He grabs Cassandra in the robot's metal hands and
sadistically mocks her for his earlier crushing. When Queen Arianna orders him to stop, he also grabs her and begins to crush them both. In a moment of revelation, Rapunzel realizes how her solar-drop energy can control the black rocks. Varian furiously storms towards Rapunzel, only to have his robot
destroyed by Rapunzel through the black rocks, much to his anger. Varian is arrested by the castle guard. Varian, when he and Ruddiger are sent to prison, he swears that he will still make his father proud. But under Rapunzel's urge, the king assures that Varian will get the help he needs. Season Two
He made a cameo appearance in Happiness Is... as hallucination created by the idol of detention ists and threatened to use Frederic for experiments. He was also mentioned by Adira as the son of Quirin in Rapunzel and the Great Tree. Season three Sometime after Rapunzel and her friends left Corona
to follow the Black Rocks, Varian allied with Andrew and the separatists of Saporia, who used the Oblivium's Saporian wand on King Frederic and Queen Arianna to erase their memories and make them believe he was their trusted adviser. He revealed to them his plan to use the same wand to create a
synthetic gas, will erase the memories of all in Corona, and called it Quirineon in honor of his father. It is later revealed that Varian pretended to still want revenge, and that the real reason he created the gas was that everyone could forget their mistakes and regain their trust. But when he learned that the
separatists were planning to destroy Corona with his Quirineon, Varian joined in to stop them. After saving Corona, he and Rapunzel managed to free Quirin with a reverse incantation. When he asked about the note, his father told him that he only said that he was proud of him and that he had always
been. Varian and Quirin later joined Rapunzel and the others at a ceremony. Since then, he has done everything he can to make up for his past deeds, including rebuilding the throne room and trying to help King Frederic and Queen Arianna restore their memories. He was also commissioned to translate
the text of Demanitus' newly assembled scroll, burning both ends of the candle. In Be Very Afraid, however, it is revealed that he had not yet survived the guilt of his past actions and was afraid to repeat his mistakes. When Corona was plagued by fear-induced red rocks, he and Rapunzel went
underground to envelop the spring in amber. Varian, however, was still afraid that he would make a mistake that would cost him the confidence of Corona. But Rapunzel assures him that he could face his fears and save Corona. With Rapunzel's encouragement and empathy, he managed to fight his fear,
using his connection to envelop the rocks in amber, and gaining the kingdom's admiration. In Cassandra's revenge, he celebrates Eugene's birthday. However, it is shortened when Cassandra crashes it demands the role for the sun and moon drop summoning. Varian had almost completed the translation
of the entire scroll and memorized the incantations. When Cassandra found out, she kidnapped him and used the truth serum to get him to tell her the incantation that gives her full control of the Black Rocks. Varian tries to tell her not to make the same mistakes as singing Nothing Left to Lose, but she
refused to listen and imprisoned him as her prisoner. While he was in the cage, he had a dream in which the enchanted girl told him to use the sun to see the sun. When he woke up, he tried to find the answers from the scroll, but he gave up until his glasses from the sunlight reflected the scroll, which
revealed that it has hidden words. He wrote down the translation in time before the scroll was finally destroyed. Then he gave the new incantation to Rapunzel, who used it to defeat Cassandra. Faced with the threat that Cassandra Corona is creating, Varian takes matters into her own hands to protect the
kingdom from her. In Race to the Spire, he supplies Rapunzel and Eugene (who received a warning from Calliope) a hot air balloon that gives them access to the tip before Cassandra does it herself. In Flynnposter, Varian builds another invention that will warn when threats like Cassandra appear.
Unfortunately, the machine is manipulated by Lance, Kiera and Catalina, to Varian's frustration. In Once a Handmaiden... He and Eugene start Project Obsidian, in which Cassandra is locked up in the same amber where his father was trapped when she harms them, although Rapunzel insists on using it
only as a last resort and still believes in Cassandra. Believes. not disappeared. Later, Varian tries to fight Cassandra when she brutally attacks Corona with her black rocks, and evacuates the village as soon as she takes over the kingdom. In Plus Est En Vous, Varian plans to rebuild Demanitus' machine
to banish Zhan Tiri back to the lost realm. However, it is destroyed during the chaos. Later, he and the rest of Corona fight Zhan Tiri head-on, but their efforts do little to stop her. After Cassandra's redemption and Zhan Tiri's destruction, Varian is healed by Rapunzel because he was previously weakened
by Zhan Tiri's use of Decay Incantation. Once peace is restored in Corona, he becomes the Royal Engineer and is finally able to give Corona hot water. Powers and abilities Varian has no special or magical abilities, so he is a normal, everyday human teenager. Alchemy and Engineering: His knowledge
of alchemy and engineering enables him to bring his creations and ideas such as machines, gadgets and chemical mixtures to life. Even if his inventions don't always work and sometimes lead to people being almost killed, he's still trying to overcome and fix his mistakes and become the alchemist he can
be. Varian was also able to use his alchemy to modify the mood potion into a truth serum and replicate it, while his technique allowed him to build an army of reverse-engineered copies of the automaton he encountered in the underground tunnel system. Trivia According to the first book in the series Tales
of Rapunzel, Secrets Unlocked, Varian is canonically fourteen years old. The name Varian is French for variable, which means something that is not consistent or to change. He is skilful in drawing. It has been shown that he faints at the sight of blood. That could mean he mophobia. Varian's hair
(especially his bangs) is drawn in such a way that he hardly covers his face, regardless of head and camera angles. This was inspired by a similar technique used to animate Mickey Mouse's ears. Varian is a letter from Varion, a Brave Saga 2 character. During his character arc, Varian goes through the
five stages of mourning. He refuses to give up, frees his father from the amber and desperately seeks Rapunzel's help (denial), he swears revenge on Rapunzel and finally descends into a bout of rage, he performs amoral actions in the hope of saving his father (negotiations), he breaks down in tears and
believes Quirin will be ashamed of him for what he did (depression) , and he redeems himself and earns his father back by helping Rapunzel save Corona (acceptance). It a widespread misconception that Varian does not believe in magic, as he has only explained that he does not work with it. See also
Varian in the Villains Wiki. Heroes Animated Features Snow White | Seven Dwarfs (Doc, Bashful, Grumpy, Happy, Sleepy, Sneezy &amp; Dopey) | The Prince | Pinocchio | Jiminy Cricket | Gepetto | Blue Fairy | Figaro | Cleo | Madame Madame | Hyazinth Hippo | Ben Ali Gator | Dumbo | Timothy Q.
Mouse | Frau Jumbo | Bambi | Thumper | Blumen| Faline | Bambis Mutter | Großer Prinz des Waldes | Freund Eule | José Carioca | Panchito Pistoles | Willie der Wal | Bongo der Bär | Lulubelle | Willie | J. Thaddeus Toad | Wasserratte | Angus McBadger | Pecos Bill | Slue-Foot Sue | Ichabod Crane |
Katrina Van Tassel | Cinderella | Jaq und Gus | Anastasia Tremaine | Fee Patin | Prince Charming | Bruno | Der König | Großherzog | Alice Liddell | Peter Pan | Tinker Bell | Wendy Darling | John Darling | Michael Darling | Tick-Tock das Krokodil | Lady | Tramp | Jock | Trusty | Annette, Collette und
Danielle | Aurora | Phillip | Flora | Fauna | Merryweather | König Stefan | Königin Leah | König Hubert | Waldtiere | Pongo | Perdita | Roger Radcliffe | Anita Radcliffe | Nanny | Lucky | Patch | Rolly | Colonel | Sergeant Tibbs | Captain | Arthur Pendragon | Merlin | Mowgli | Baloo | Bagheera | King Louie |
Oberst Haiti | Shanti | Winifred | Rama | Geier | Raksha | Herzogin | Thomas O'Malley | Marie | Toulouse | Berlioz | Scat Cat | Abigail und Amelia Gabble | Frou-Frou | Roquefort | Robin Hood | Little John | Maid Marian | Friar Tuck | Lady Kluck | Alan-A-Dale | Richard | Toby Turtle | Winnie the Pooh |
Tigger | Ferkel| Eeyore | Kaninchen | Eule | Kanga | Roo | Christopher Robin | Gopher | Bernard | Bianca | Evinrude | Tod | Kupfer-| Big Mama | Dinky und Boomer | Vixey | Witwe Tweed | Tods Mutter | Taran | Gurgi | Elionwy | Fflewddur Fflam | Basil of Baker Street | Dr. David Q. Dawson | Olivia
Flaversham | Toby | Hiram Flaversham | Oliver | Dodger | Tito | Rita | Francis | Einstein | Fagin | Jenny Foxworth | Georgette | Winston | Ariel | Eric | Sebastian | Flounder | Scuttle | King Triton | King Triton es Daughters (Attina, Alana, Adella, Aquata, Arista, &amp; Andrina) | Max | Cody | Jake | Marahute
| Belle | Beast | Lumiére | Cogsworth | Frau Potts | Chip Potts | Fifi | Maurice | Aladdin | Jasmine | Genie | Magic Carpet | Abu | Rajah | Iago | Razoul | Der Sultan | Simba | Mufasa | Cala | Timon | Pumbaa | Rafiki | Zazu | Sarabi | Sarafina | Pocahontas | John Smith | Meeko | Flit | Großmutter Willow |
Percy | Thomas | Nakoma | Chief Powhatan | Quasimodo | Esmeralda | Captain Phoebus | Victor, Hugo und Laverne | Djali | Clopin | Hercules | Megara | Pegasus | Philoctetes | Zeus | Hera | Hermes | Olympische Götter (Posidon, Aphrodite, Apollo) | Musen | Fa Mulan | Mushu | Li Shang | Cri-Kee |
Großmutter Fa | Yao, Ling und Chien Po | Khan | Vorfahren | Der Kaiser von China | Tarzan | Jane Porter | Terk | Tantor | Kala | Archimedes Q. Porter | Kerchak | Baboons | Wale | Zinn-| Ballerina | Yo Yo Flamingo | Spring Sprite | Aladar | Plio | Zini | Yar | Suri | Neera | Eema | Baylene | Url | Bruton |
Kuzco | | Pacha Kronk | Milo James Thatch | Kida | Dr. Joshua Sweet | Vincenzo Santorin| Gaetan Moliére | Audry Ramiraz | Cookie-| Wilhelmina Packard | Preston B. Whitmore | | Lilo Pelekai | Nani Pelekai | Jumba Jookiba | Captain Gantu | Pleakley | David Kawena | Cobra Bubbles | Große Ratsfrau |
Mertle Edmonds | Jim Hawkins | John Silver | Dr. Doppler | Kapitän Amelia | Morph | B.E.N. | Kenai | Denahi | Sitka | Koda | Rutt und Tuke | Maggie | Grace | Frau Calloway | Buck | Lucky Jack | Chicken Little | Abby Mallard | Runt of the Litter | Fish Out of Water | Lightning McQueen | Mater | Doc Hudson
| Sally Carrera | Fillmore | Sarge | Luigi | Guido | Sheriff | Ramone | Flo | Lizzie | Rote | Mack | Finn McMissile | Holley Shiftwell | Cruz Ramirez Buck Cluck | Lewis | Wilbur Robinson | Franny Robinson | Lefty | Bolt | Mittens | Rhino | Penny | Tiana | Prinz Naveen | Louis der Alligator | Ray the Firefly |
Charlotte La Bouff | Eli Big Daddy La Bouff | Mama Odie | Juju | Rapunzel | Flynn Rider | Pascal | Maximus | Wreck-It Ralph | Vanellope von Schweetz | Fix-It Felix, Jr. | Sergeant Calhoun | Königin Anna | Königin Elsa | Kristoff | Olaf | Sven | Hiro Hamada | Baymax | Honig-Zitrone | GoGo Tomago |
Wasabi | Fred | Tadashi Hamada | Cass Hamada | Alistair Krei | Judy Hopps | Nick Wilde | Chief Bogo | Mr. Big | Moana Waialiki | Maui | Oma Tala | Chef tui | Ocean | Heihei | Te Fiti | ja | Shank | J.P. Spamley | Gord | KnowsMore | Leutnant Mattias | Yelana | Honeymaren Natura | Ryder Nattura | Bruni |
Gale Live-Action Filme Marnie Piper | Aggie Cromwell | Gwen Piper | Dylan Piper | Sophie Piper | Long John Silver | Perri | Travis Coates | Old Yeller | Nikki | Neewa | Big Red | Herbie | Chico | Goodtime Charlie | Dexter Reilly | | Wahb Moki | Miss Eglantine Preis | Theodore und Amos | Pete | Elliott |
Nora | Zunar-J-5/9 Doric-4-7 | Frank Wilson | Popeye | Olive Oyl | Kevin Flynn | Alan Bradley | Jack Pumpkinhead | Billina | Tik-Tok | Die Gump | Wolf | Benji | Cougar-Küken | Mutter Cougar | Jim Craig | Roger Rabbit | Eddie Valiant | Jessica Rabbit | Benny the Cab | Ted Johnson | Susan Johnson |
Morogo | Duma | White Fang | Jack Conroy | Henry Casey | Buck | Cliff Secord | Jenny Blake | Gordon Bombay | Wayne Szalinski | Max Dennison | Dani Dennison | Allison | Thackery Binx | Tom Sawyer | Huckleberry Finn | Aramis | Athos | D'Artagnan | Porthos | George Knox | Scott Calvin | Charlie
Calvin | Shadow | Chance | Sassy | James Henry Trotter | Herr Centipede | Mr. Grasshopper | Regenwurm | Mrs. Ladybug | Miss Spider | Glühwürmchen| George of the Jungle | Ursula Stanhope | Ape | Phillip Brainard | Sara Jean Reynolds | Herr Magoo | Nick Parker | Annie James | Nick Parker |
Elizabeth James | Mighty Joe Young | Jill Young | Gregg O'Hara | Martin | Inspektor-Gadget-| Penny Gadget | Brain | Dr. Brenda Bradford | Max Keeble | Megan | Robe | Carol Newman-Calvin | Stanley Yelnats IV | Null (Löcher) | Captain Jack Sparrow | Joshamee Gibbs | Will Turner | Elizabeth Swann |
Hector Barbossa | James Norrington | Jim Evers | Sara Evers | Madame Leota | Emma | Anna Coleman | Phileas Fogg | Inspector Fix | Ben Gates | Riley Poole | Abigail Chase | Wolfe | Zoe Plummer | Lulu Plummer | Will Stronghold | Layla Williams | Warren Peace | Zach | Ethan | Magenta | Ron Wilson |
Der Kommandant | Jetstream-| Freeze Girl | Hauptbefugnisse | Coach Boomer | Jonathan Boy | Peter Pevensie | Susan Pevensie | Edmund Pevensie | Lucy Pevensie | Aslan | Mr. Beaver | Dave Douglas | Jess Aarons | Leslie Burke | Giselle | Robert Philip | Edward | Pip | Nathaniel | Underdog | Süße
Polly reinrassige | Skeeter Bronson | Darwin | Blaster | Hurley | Juarez | Mooch | Bucky | Alice Kingsleigh | Mad Hatter | Weiße Königin | Bandersnatch | Prinz Dastan | Prinzessin Tamina | Scheich-Amar-| Dave Stutler | Balthazar Blake | Balthazar-Adler | Kevin Flynn | Sam Flynn | John Carter | Troy
Bolton | Sharpay Evans | Ryan Evans | Gabriella Montez | Chad Danforth | Taylor McKessie | Der lone Ranger | Tonto | Oscar Diggs | Glinda die gute Hexe des Südens | China Girl | Maleficent (2014) | Diaval | Aurora (2014) | Prinz Phillip (2014) | Knotgrass, Flittle und Thistlewit | The Baker | Cinderella |
Rapunzel | Rotkäppchen | Cinderella (2015) | Prince Charming (2015) | Anastasia Tremaine (2015) | Mäuse (2015) | Fee Godmother (2015) | Jaq und Gus (2015) | Casey Newton | Frank Walker | Athena | Mowgli (2016) | Bagheera (2016) | Baloo (2016) | Raksha (2016) | Akela (2016) | Die BFG-| Sophie |
Pete (2016) | Elliott (2016) | Grace Meacham | Herr Meacham | Natalie Magary | Gavin Magary | Jack Magary | Belle (2017) | Beast (2017) | Maurice (2017) | Lumiére (2017) | Cogsworth (2017) | Mrs. Potts (2017) | Chip Potts (2017) | Christopher Robin (2018) | Winnie the Pooh (2018) | Madeline Robin |
Evelyn Robin | Eeyore (2018) | Tigger (2018) | Ferkel (2018) | Giles Winslow senior | Clara Stahlbaum | Phillip Hoffman | Mutter Ginger | Mauskönig | Dumbo (2019) | Holt Farrier | Milly und Joe Farrier | Max Medici | Colette Marchant | Aladdin (2019) | Jasmine (2019) | Genie (2019) | Magic Carpet (2019) |
Abu (2019) | Rajah (2019) | Dalia | Der Sultan (2019) | Simba (2019) | Mufasa (2019) | Nala (2019) | Timon (2019) | Pumbaa (2019) | Rafiki (2019) | Zazu (2019) | Sarabi (2019) | Sarafina (2019) | Conall | borra | King John | Lady (2019) | Tramp (2019) | Jock (2019) | Trusty (2019) | Artemis Fowl | Holly
Short | Juliet Butler | Mulch Diggums | Domovoi Dom Butler | Foaly | Artemis Fowl I | Kommandant Julius Root | Ivan | Bob | Stella | Ruby | Snickers | Henrietta | Murphy | Frankie | Thelma | Hua Mulan | Kommandant Tung | Chen Honghui | Yao, Ling und Chien Po | Kaiser von China Andere animierte
Filme Br'er Rabbit | Toaster | Blanky | Kirby | Lampy | Radio-| Jack Skellington | Sally | Zero | Bürgermeister von Halloween Town | Weihnachtsmann | Valiant | Bugsy | Lofty | Toughwood &amp; Tailfeather | Mercury | Victoria | Wing Commander Gutsy | Sergeant Monty | Charles de Girl | Rollo | Samson |
Benny | Bridget | Nigel | Larry | Ryan | Blag | Cloak &amp; Camo | Stan &amp; Carmine | Silvermist | Rosetta | Fawn | Iridessa | Bobby und Clank | Terence | Ebenezer | Milo Milo Gribble | Ki | Milos Mutter | Victor Frankenstein | Sparky | Elsa Van Helsing | Dusty Crophopper | Dottie | Skipper Riley |
Sparky | El Chupacabra | Vidia | Lizzy | Zarina | Gruff | Marianne | Dawn | Sunny | Bog King Sequels Ethan Dalloway | Cassim | Angelique | | Fife John Rolfe | Uttamatomakkin | Kiara | Kovu | Vitani | Ratso | Murgatroid die Schlange | Melody | Tip und Dash | Sylvia Marpole | Scamp | Angel | Baker |
Madellaine | Zephyr | Vorsicht | Jane | Ranjan | Messua | Ranjans Vater | Sparky | Reuben | Thunderbolt | Lars | Ting-Ting, Su und Mei | Zugor | Bargeld | Atka | Dixie | Oma Rose | Waylon und Floyd | Königin Athena | Blade Ranger | Maru | Windlifter Shorts, TV-Shows, Comics und Videospiele Pete |
Oswald der Glückshasen | Mickey Mouse | Minnie Mouse | Horace Horsecollar | Pluto | Goofy | Donald Duck | Daisy Duck | Ludwig von Drake | Scrooge McDuck | Huey, Dewey und Louie | Mortimer Maus | Chip und Dale | Max Goof | Gladstone Gander | Fethry Duck | Gruffi Gummi | Zummi Gummi |
Grammi Gummi | Cubbi Gummi | Sunnitische Gummi-| Tummi Gummi | Gusto Gummi | Cavin | Prinzessin Calla | König Gregor | Sir Tuxford | Sir Gawain | Sir Victor | Marie | Aquarianne | Kessie | Wooster | Nasty Jack | Bruno | Gyro Gearloose | Launchpad McQuack | Webby Vanderquack | Bentina
Beakley | April, Mai und Juni | Darkwing Duck | Gosalyn Mallard | Monker Muddlefoot | Mona | Morgana Macawber | Pistole Pete | Peg Pete | P.J. | Kit Cloudkicker | Rebecca Cunningham | Chiro | Jinmay | Cassandra | Lance Strongbow | Adira | Varian | Kiera und Catalina | Gabriella | Finde den Killerwal |
Urchin | Sora | Kairi | Riku | Aqua | Terra (Lingering Will) | Ventus | Organisation XIII | (Axel | Xion | Roxas | Vexen) | Lea | Ienzo | Zak William Lake | Lauriam | Elrena | Strelitzia | Naminé | Riku Replica | Ansem der Weise | Meister Eraqus | Spirit Dream Eaters | Data-Naminé | Daten-Riku-| Data-Roxas |
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